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Meet the Kai® Shelf Lounger
Luxury meets total comfort in our sleek 
and ergonomically designed Kai® Shelf 
Lounger. Constructed of quality materials, 
engineered to fit the body and designed 
with convenient built-in features, our 
Lounger ensures an unparalleled aquatic 
relaxation experience.

About Us
Floating Luxuries is located in sunny 
Jacksonville, Florida. We create and  
manufacture innovative, high-end floats 
and sunshelf loungers.

Our floats are filled with just the right 
amount of bouyant beads to ensure the 
ultimate floating experience. All of our 
Kai® floats allow you to keep cool and 
refreshed while basking in the sun. Kai® 
Floats surround you in comfort as the 
beads create a cradling effect to support 
your body while still allowing you to be 
partially in the cool water. 

In the pool, at the beach, on the boat, 
by the ocean, lake or river, enjoy 
pleasurable relaxation as you never 
imagined possible.
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Kai® Shelf Loungers
Relax in Luxury in our in-pool Lounger. Stay cool and relaxed on the contoured and comfortable Kai® 
Shelf Lounger that keeps you partially in the water. 

Sold in sets of 2

• True resort width: 26.5 inches (67.3cm) wide
• Constructed of durable UV20+ rated material to withstand 20,000+ hours of direct sun
• Built-in cup holder and phone holder 
• Drain port in chair prevents water and dirt from collecting
• Easy set-up, easy cleaning
• Safe to use in saltwater or chlorine pools
• Sunshelf must be a minimum of 66 inches in length
• Made in the USA of all USA materials



Kai® Shelf Lounger 
Resort Pillow
The Kai® Shelf Lounger Resort Pillow 
will enhance your relaxation experience. 
Featuring an adjustable VELCRO® Brand 
hook and loop fastener strap to securely 
attach to any lounge chair. 
Sold in sets of 2
Dimensions: 12” x 18.5”  (30 x 47 cm)

FL24501ST (Pacific Blue)
FL24512ST (Tropic Teal)
FL24504ST (Arctic White)
US Pat. No. 8,167,672

The Kai® Shelf Lounger is designed for use 
on in-pool tanning shelves with 9 inches 

(22.8 cm) of water or less. This water depth is 
critical for keeping the lounger stationary.

Measuring is Important

Arctic WhitePacific Blue Tropic Teal
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Kai® Shelf Lounger
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The Kai® Shelf Lounger Deep Water is 
designed for use on in-pool tanning shelves 

with 16 inches (40.64 cm) of water or less. 
This water depth is critical for keeping the 

lounger stationary.

Measuring is Important
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Kai® Shelf Lounger Deep Water
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Arctic WhitePacific Blue Tropic Teal

Kai® Side Table & Luxury Umbrella

WARNING: Umbrella should be closed and 
secured with its straps when not in use, when 
unattended, when winds exceed 20 MPH 
(32km/hour), or in any extreme weather con-
dition.  If umbrellas must be stored when wet, 
it is important to open them and allow them 
to dry as soon as safely possible

The Kai Luxury Umbrella is a 
modern designed 7.5’ octagonal 
shaped umbrella. Provides 
3-3/4’ of shade all around the 
umbrella. The white fiberglass 
one-piece 1.5” diameter pole 
will not rust, pit, or degrade in 
saltwater or chlorine pools and 
prevents metals from bonding 
to the pole, which can cause the 
pole to become permanently 
stuck in pool sleeves. Solid 
fiberglass ribs are extremely 
strong and flexible.  This 
umbrella is resort quality and 
survives year after year in the 

harshest environments.  Made of superior easy-to-clean, acrylic marine 
fabric that provides great protection from the sun, the top air vent 
provides greater stability by allowing wind to pass through. All hardware 
is stainless steel to prevent rusting. Easy to secure with multiple locking 
positions.  Made in USA from domestic and foreign components.
Dimensions: 7.5’ octagon  |  (228.6cm octagon)

FL70001 (Pacific Blue)  | FL70012 (Tropic Teal) | FL70004 (Arctic White)

The Kai End Table is the perfect 
table for in-pool or deck use. 
Designed with ample room for 
ice buckets, towels, books and 
iPads.  Elliptical top surface is 
19” x 23”.  Works in up to 16” of 
water. Fill with water to allow 
table to hold umbrellas with 1.5” 
(3.8cm) diameter poles.  The 
umbrella hole also acts as a drain 
for rain or liquids that get on the 
surface.  Round base measures 
24” in diameter. Durable holding 
strength allows you to use on 

pool shelves that do not have sleeves built-in. Unique two-point grip design holds the umbrella securely in place to resist 
wind and helps prevent tipping or lifting. Table is 20 lbs. empty. Constructed of durable UV20+ rated material designed 
to withstand 20,000+ hours of direct sun. Made in the USA of 100% USA materials. Dimensions: Top surface: 19” x 23” 
(48.25 x 58.4 cm). Base: 24” dia. (61 cm dia.) US Pat. No. 8,167,672

Kai® Luxury 
Umbrella

Kai® Side Table



King Kai® 
Feel like royalty on the 
oversized King Kai®, the 
ultimate in floating luxury! 
Designed to gently embrace 
the body with full support. 
Supports up to 400 lbs. 

Dimensions: 58” x 72” 
(147 x 183 cm)

FL22401 (Pacific Blue)
FL22412 (Tropic Teal)
US Pat. No. 8,167,672

Kai®

Close your eyes and enjoy 
being caressed by the cool 
breeze. Supports up to 300 
lbs. 

Dimensions: 44” x 68”
(112 x 172 cm)

FL22201 (Pacific Blue)
FL22212 (Tropic Teal) 
US Pat. No. 8,167,672

Pacific Blue Tropic Teal

Kai® Floats
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Kai® Infinity
The Kai® Infinity will gently 
swaddle you within the 
water. Supports up to 300 
lbs.

Dimensions: 28” x 70” 
(71 x 178 cm)

FL32501 (Pacific Blue)
FL32512 (Tropic Teal) 
US Pat. No. 8,167,672

Pacific Blue Tropic Teal

Kai® Seat 
Hammock
Sit comfortably and fully 
supported in the water. 
Supports up to 300 lbs.

Dimensions: Seat area 
measures approximately 26” 
x 19” (66 x 48 cm) at the larg-
est point. Armrests measure 
8” (20 cm) in diameter

FL32401 (Pacific Blue) 
FL32412 (Tropic Teal) 
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Kai® Floats



Kai® Water 
Hammock
Relaxing on a hammock in the 
water...what could be better? 
The Kai® Water Hammock 
supports your head and legs, 
but allows your body to float 
comfortably in the water. 
Supports up to 250 lbs. 

Dimensions: 28” x 58”
(28 x 147 cm)

FL22601 (Pacific Blue) 
FL22612 (Tropic Teal) 
US Pat. No. 8,167,672

Kai® Cocktail 
Caddy
Enjoy your favorite beverages 
while in the pool, ocean, or lake. 
Accommodates four glasses and 
an ice bucket (not included). 
Built-in connecting strap 
attaches to any Kai® float.

Dimensions: 28” x 28”
(71 x 71 cm)

FL23101 (Pacific Blue) 
FL23112 (Tropic Teal)
FL23104 (Arctic White)
US Pat. No. 8,167,672

Arctic WhitePacific Blue Tropic Teal
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Kai® Floats



Kai® Noodle
The Kai® Noodle is an amazingly 
comfortable way to stay afloat 
in the water. Supports up to 250 
lbs. 

Dimensions: 5” dia. x 59”
(13 x 150 cm)

FL23501 (Pacific Blue) 
FL23512 (Tropic Teal) 

Pacific Blue Tropic Teal
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CONTACT US

Phone : 1-877-4-A-FLOAT

Email : Info@FloatingLuxuries.com

Website : FloatingLuxuries.com

SOCIAL MEDIA

Instagram : @floating_luxuries

Facebook : facebook.com/floatingluxuries

Floating Luxuries® and Kai® are registered trademarks of Advantus Corp.

Floating Luxuries® is an Advantus Corp. brand
12276 San Jose Boulevard, Suite 618

Jacksonville, FL 32223 USA


